
Occult Significance of Zero .

I . General discussion of symbolical significance of all forms
mental or physical .
A. All form represents power and meaning .
B . Implied in the basic assumption that all form i s an enrobment

of consciousness, or a projected idea .
1 . Thus everything is an appearance and a meaning within

the appearance .
C

II . The symbolism of mathematical concepts most basic - since it is the
purest form of-consciousness we have in Kali Yuga .
A . Distinction to be made between the natural symbolism of ' the

III . essential mathematical c ncept and the symbolism of conven-
.01mathematical symbols .tional

1. Number forms are hieroglyph designed to suggest meaning
of number .

2 . Numbers could be represented by other notations
and this would not affect basic significance . '

3. That 10 is taken as base is itself a key to our stage :
of evolution .

`a . Curious properties of 9 not inherent but due to
notation .

r

III . Zero symbolizes the Laya state or Pradhana. '
A. It is no - thing , but the rootless root of all .
B .-It is Absolute Beness or the first principle of S .D .'
C : It is not absolute negation, but the state that tranfcends

all relativity .
D . It is absolute motion or consciousness , which is lie

annihilation to relative consciousness , because of transcendec
of subject- object reltionship. N

1. This freed consciousness i s the"annihilation" of Buddha ;
E . It cannot be an object of consciousness , but is that by which

all consciousness becomes possible .
F . It is the Circle Pass-Not until the day "Be with US", which

means transcendence . of subject-object rel.tionship .
G. Illustrations of use of zero .

1 . Positive significance in mathematics. 4
'a. Point of balance between negative and pouitive ni..n be

numbers. ~•
b. Balance between forces in mechanics .

All motion in nature is an effort to seek this
R

balance .
In other words all being is seeking union with
Beness . The great driving motif, of the Universe .


